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I wonder why…  

 
 

I wonder how… 

 
 

I wonder where… 
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Celebrating each child’s individuality 
and comparing their characteristics and 
interests to their peers. Thinking and 
labelling our different emotions and 
coping mechanisms. Learning about the 
seasons of Autumn and Winter as well 
as being part of a Harvest Festival. We 
will look at woodland creatures and find 
out about their habitats. Exploring 
Diwali and how it is celebrated. 
Learning about Bonfire Night and 
thinking about Remembrance day and 
why it is important. Thinking about 
Christmas and how different families 
and cultures may celebrate.  
 

 
Reflecting on our growth so far and 
thinking about how we would like to 
improve. Exploring Chinese New Year and 
starting to learn some Mandarin. Learn 
about the season of Spring, looking for 
changes in the local environment. We will 
step back in time to the land of the 
dinosaurs and find out about their eating 
and living habits. Thinking about people 
who are special to us and who our heroes 
are. We will look at the festival of Ramadan 
and how it is celebrated. Learning about 
our bodies as well as learning the Easter 
story and traditions.  
 

 
We will learn about the season of 
Summer and think about how to keep 
safe, especially in relation to water. 
Explore reusing and recycling in order to 
keep the planet Earth clean and safe as 
well as looking at the creatures we could 
find in the ocean. These will be real and 
fantasy creatures. We will learn about St 
George’s Day and about British Values. 
We will think about how we have grown 
and reflect about our time in Reception as 
we begin to get ready for Year One.  
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Harvest Festival 
Christmas performance  

 
Easter Service  
World Book Day 
STEM Week  
 

 
End of year party  

 


